
 

                       MOVIES                 

          In our school  every  student has a different  Tv  and movie taste.One day some students  

in 7B class started to  talk about their favorite Tv programmes and movies. 

         Zeynep şirin said,I like watching comedy and science fiction  movies .For example 

''UP,Zootropolis and Recep İvedik'' are my favorite movies.Mustafa Uslu  ,Clark Spencer 

,Jonas Rivere ,Aamir Khan  and Kemal Sunal are very successful actors they should receive 

awards.There are many more actors and actress and movies that I like. I love watching movies 

because they give alot of things to us. 

           Ece said my favorite movie is  ''Harry Potter''  because it is exciting and incredible .My 

Favorite character 's name is Harmione Granger .She has brown eyes ,wavy ginger hair ,she is 

very cute hardworking ,brave  and honest. 

         Then Nurullah said, I like documentaries and sitcoms .I prefer watching documetaries 

they are interesting and informative .Mostly I like watching the channel ''D MAX''because 

there are good documentaries. 

          After Nurullah ,Ali started to talk about his favorite movie and character. He said 

''Recep İvedik '' is my favorite character.He is of medium height and he is plumb with his 

black short hair and brown eyes. 

         After that  Hüseyin talk about his favorite movies and actors.He said my favorite movie  

''Iran Man'' is an exciting movie  and my favorite actor is''Tony stark'' . I think he is one of the 

most successful actors in the world. 

         Finally ,Erhan and Serhat  talked talked about their memories about watching movies , 

Erhan said, one day I and my friend went to cinema , but we couldn't decide about the movie . 

My friends  sugessted different movies like sitcom ,horror , and drama , for a while we 

thought but we couldn't choose so we decided  to go to cinema next week , so we couldn't 

watch anything. 

         Then serhat started to talk ,one day I and my friend decided to see ''Avengers'' many 

people adviced this movie. while we were watching the movie we were so excited that we 

couldn't realize how our popcorn was salty,but it wasn't a problem because the movie  was 

very fascinating. A group of hero was saving the world .They were very successful and 

impressive . we recommend this movie  all our friends.:))) 



 

 

 

 

 


